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Directed by: Adam Smith 
First broadcast: 3 April 2010 

 

 
“What have you got for me this time?” 

 

Running at 65 minutes, the opening episode of Series Five, The Eleventh 
Hour, covers a lot of ground. Its major task is to introduce a new Doctor, 
in the form of actor Matt Smith, whose debut had been awaited since the 
announcement of his casting in January 2009 and his brief appearance at 
the conclusion of The End of Time – Part Two, broadcast on 1 January 
2010. As well as introducing us to the eleventh incarnation of the Doctor, 
this episode is also our first encounter with a new companion, Amelia 
Pond, or Amy as she is formally known throughout the series.  

The episode opens with a pre-titles sequence. This was shot after the 
production block for this episode had wrapped and was separately 
produced by Nikki Wilson and directed by Jonny Campbell, who had been 
working on the production of the episodes The Vampires of Venice and 
Vincent and the Doctor. The pre-titles pick up directly from the 
conclusion of The End of Time, with the TARDIS exploding, in flames, and 
hurtling back to Earth whilst carrying the newly regenerated Doctor. 
Before the new title sequence crashes in, this opening clearly operates as a 
‘handing of the baton’ from one era of the show, that overseen by Russell 
T. Davies, to the next, the newest as produced by Steven Moffat. With an 
action sequence that shows the Doctor clinging on to the TARDIS for dear 
life as it spirals out of control across the cityscape of London at night, 
Moffat here clearly desires to assure viewers that they are watching the 
same series that had made its triumphant return back in 2005.  

The sequence is very typically styled in the way many similar action 
scenes had been incorporated into the Davies era, opening with the oft-
repeated visual motif of ‘God’s eye view’ of the Earth in space before 
plunging down towards England as a brassy, insistent score from Murray 
Gold accompanies the TARDIS spinning across several familiar sights of 
London. London landmarks, including the Swiss Re building (the 
‘Gherkin’), the Tower of London, the Houses of Parliament and 
Buckingham Palace have been a recurring visual watermark in the series, 
firmly placing the adventures into a recognisable location, acting as a form 
of cultural tourism and visual shorthand for the series’s place within 
English heritage. English icons, including recognisable landmarks, will 
continue to appear in the series and perceptively reflect the UK 
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government’s Icons of England project from 2006 that asked the public to 
nominate those icons which they felt best represented the nation. Looking 
down the list we see that Moffat does exceptionally well in featuring many 
of them in this and later stories: Alice in Wonderland, Big Ben, Queen’s 
head stamp, the Spitfire, St George’s Flag, Stonehenge and the Tower of 
London. The opening scene includes Big Ben, a landmark that has had  
some significance within the establishment of the series since 2005, 
having been partly demolished by a crashing spaceship in Aliens of 
London and then rebuilt by the time of The Christmas Invasion. It and the 
Houses of Parliament will reappear in Victory of the Daleks as a visual 
motif summarising Britain’s indefatigable stance against the Nazis during 
World War II.  

The Doctor hangs onto the TARDIS as it narrowly swoops over the 
spire of Big Ben, the chimes from the tower matching the doom-laden peal 
of the TARDIS’s own Cloister Bell that can be heard here and later when 
the ship has crashed in Amelia Pond’s garden. Clearly the sequence is 
designed to indicate ‘business as usual’, offering an assurance that huge, 
sweeping changes are not on the agenda at this stage of the episode. As a 
writer, Moffat does not entirely slough off the previous era as 
masterminded by Russell T. Davies. Beyond the cosmetic changes of the 
opening titles, The Eleventh Hour continues to reference the previous 
producer’s work as well as provide nods to the classic series of Doctor 
Who (1963-89). The Shadow Proclamation, introduced by Davies in his 
very first episode Rose (when the ninth Doctor attempts to reason with the 
Nestene Consciousness) and then later with mentions seeded throughout 
the revival of Doctor Who (2005-) in episodes The Christmas Invasion, 
Fear Her, Partners in Crime, and most prominently, with an actual 
appearance, in The Stolen Earth, is cited by the new Doctor as he 
confronts the Atraxi. The Tenth Doctor’s ability to click his fingers and 
open the TARDIS doors as recalled by River Song and first seen in 
Moffat’s Forest of the Dead from 2008’s Series Four is used again when 
the Doctor finally asks the adult Amy aboard. Moffat’s oft-quoted ‘wibbly-
wobbly-timey-wimey’ line, first heard in his script for Blink in 2007, again 
makes itself heard. The now familiar golden glow of the Time Lord’s 
regeneration energy is also seen as the Doctor explains to the young 
Amelia that he is “still cooking” as his hands glow and a stream of energy 
is released from his mouth in precise correlation with scenes in David 
Tennant’s first story, The Christmas Invasion. 

More important is the way that references to the revived series bleed 
into references to the series’s past with two very striking sequences in the 
final encounter with the alien Atraxi. Here the Doctor demands of the 
aliens threatening to boil the Earth that they search their databases: 
firstly, to put their own plans into perspective with those attempted by 
previous invaders; and secondly, to determine that they are aware that the 
Earth remains defended (another nod to Tennant’s first episode). For the 
former, Moffat includes a sequence of aliens past and present including 
the Sea Devils, Sontarans, Cybermen, Hath, Ood and Daleks to illustrate 
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the point, although technically Hath and Ood have never actually invaded 
the Earth, and for the latter he inserts a thrilling sequence of all previous 
ten incarnations of the Doctor, ending with a dramatic and significant 
moment where David Tennant’s image as the Tenth Doctor is burst open 
as Matt Smith’s Doctor proudly declares his status as the Eleventh. It is a 
very strong visual message that states Matt Smith is picking up the torch 
from those that have formerly played the part as well as underlining that 
this new Doctor is the very same man who we were introduced to in 1963. 
The sequence of monsters also foreshadows the alliance of evil that will 
trap the Doctor in the Pandorica in The Pandorica Opens. The two 
sequences also reflect Reinette’s line in Moffat’s Series Two episode, The 
Girl in the Fireplace: “That’s the way it’s always been. The monsters and 
the Doctor. It seems you cannot have one without the other.” 

What these ‘flashback’ sequences also do, and blatant continuity was 
something that Russell T. Davies was initially very cautious about using as 
he started work on 2005’s Series One, is enable Moffat to declare that his 
series as producer is very definitely and permanently linked to all those 
that have gone before. As Series Five progresses there are more reminders 
of this legacy drip-fed into future episodes and it is clear that Moffat is not 
shy about referring to the rich history of the programme and is confident 
that the audience built up since 2005 will now easily take such references 
in their stride. It marks a difference between him and Davies, where 
Davies often worried that such continuity might be alienating to a non-fan 
audience or to an audience only aware of the show since its 2005 revival.  

Finally, the series’s most iconic object, in the form of the TARDIS, also 
undergoes a process of renewal, as part of the episode’s narrative that 
parallels the Doctor’s own regeneration, and a redesign within the new 
series’s production team’s remit of change. The exterior of the police box 
is transformed into one that clearly resembles the prop used by the 
makers of the two Dalek films in the mid-1960s and the original TARDIS 
prop seen in the first season of Hartnell stories, now looking chunkier and 
in a brighter shade of blue with white-lined windows and the return of the 
St John’s Ambulance badge on the door. It proposes that Moffat is as 
nostalgic about the appearance of the TARDIS as the fan audience and in 
hindsight the changes he makes aptly fit within the characters’ own 
affections for the police box as “something old, something new, something 
borrowed, something blue” when the Doctor plants memories in the 
young Amelia’s head as a way of bringing him back from the void in The 
Big Bang at the end of the series.  

The interior of the TARDIS undergoes a more radical change. The set 
is bigger and multi-levelled with stairways leading off into other areas of 
the ship and with the console set up on a glass-floored dais above which 
hangs a concentric series of copper circles. It more reflects the original 
Peter Brachacki design from 1963 as well as many of the elements 
introduced by designer Ed Thomas in 2005. The general feeling is of a vast 
but warmly inviting space, with a retro mid-1970s aspect to some of the 
sloping walls, lighting design and a large round viewing screen, and 
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featuring a console packed with a very cluttered and odd assortment of 
controls that has developed from the bric-a-brac approach of the 2005 
design. Visually, there is a lot for the viewer to take in and there is a richer 
feel to this environment. 

 
“Little Amy Pond. Waiting for her magic Doctor to return” 

 

After the opening titles and before the Doctor crashes the TARDIS in 
Amelia’s garden, director Adam Smith opens the first scene with a close-
up of a toy windmill. There is a gust of wind and the sails spin violently as 
the camera pans to the right and tracks through the moonlit gardens, past 
beehives, benches and to the front door of Amy’s house where there is an 
abandoned swing gently swaying in the breeze. The camera then tracks 
forward towards the house.  

The shot of the windmill, blown by a seemingly non-existent wind, 
gains significance at the end of the series, as the Doctor’s life unravels and 
he find himself back at Amy’s house with young Amelia. In The Big Bang, 
director Toby Haynes replicates exactly the same shot of the windmill to 
open that final scene set in Amelia’s house. It is clear this must be a 
specific direction in Moffat’s opening and final scripts for the series and 
that the repeated shot of the windmill acts as bookends to the odyssey that 
the Doctor and Amy eventually go on. The windmill might represent the 
circle of time taking us from the beginning of Amy’s story in Leadworth, 
with the character’s development through the remaining episodes of the 
series, and then to the end of that journey which, clearly in Moffat’s view 
of the series, is also the beginning, a new beginning. The Doctor’s role is to 
understand the nature of the orphaned young Amelia, and the adult Amy, 
together with the strange, empty house she lives in, where life is gradually 
being eaten away by the forces emanating from the crack in her bedroom 
wall. At the end of the series he returns her to the same point at which he 
met her in The Eleventh Hour but with her life, home and memories 
restored as result of triggering the reboot of the universe.  

The young Amelia, who we have not yet seen or identified, narrates a 
prayer to Santa over director Adam Smith’s opening shot, thanking him 
for her Christmas presents. But it is a communication that is months late 
because, as she explains, it is Easter. This cleverly reflects the story’s 
comedic effects of the Doctor constantly being late in reuniting with Amy. 
However, this little girl is praying because she is more worried about a 
crack in her bedroom wall. It immediately suggests that Moffat is restating 
a number of the child’s point-of-view narratives that were present in both 
The Girl in the Fireplace and Forest of the Dead, featuring respectively 
the young Reinette in fear of the monsters under her bed, and CAL and 
the young girl with the incurable disease preserved in the computer core 
of a planet-sized library. He is also keen to reiterate his interest in 
childhood fears: the monsters under the bed, the shadow on the floor and 
the living statues are joined by the crack in the bedroom wall. This is 
something highlighted by Moffat in his interview with The Guardian’s 
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Gareth McLean, 22 March 2010: “For me, Doctor Who literally is a fairy 
tale. It’s not really science fiction. It’s not set in space, it’s set under your 
bed. It’s at its best when it’s related to you, no matter what planet it’s set 
on.” 

Amy’s chat with Santa supposes that she has a child’s ordinary, well-
adjusted fantasy life and the answer to her prayer, the crash landing of the 
Doctor, could be a mimicry of the similar arrival of Santa with his sleigh. 
However, the world of her inner imagination is about to be severely 
affected. Certainly, as we discover later, the Doctor becomes a vital fantasy 
figure to her as she grows up and one as important as all the other 
imaginary figures likely to figure in her developmental progression such as 
Santa, the Easter Bunny or the Tooth Fairy. This also dovetails with one of 
the major themes of Series Five, the symbolic importance of fairy tales.  

Amy, even at the age of 7, clearly has a somewhat ambivalent attitude 
towards figures of authority. On her initial encounter with the Doctor, he 
having climbed out of the smoking ruins of the TARDIS, she immediately 
enquires “Are you a policeman?” and demands, when he replies that he is 
the Doctor, “if you’re a doctor, why does your box say police?” As far as 
she is concerned he is either a doctor or a policeman and Santa is either 
too busy to investigate the crack in the wall or has sent someone else to 
carry out the work. Her relationship to authority figures and fantasy 
figures becomes a major factor in the construction of her identity. Later in 
the episode when we first see her as an adult, she appears as, and 
impersonates, a policewoman and reveals in her conversation with Mrs 
Angelo (Annette Crosbie) that she has also impersonated a nurse and a 
nun. It is part of a more significant masquerade as, gleaned from her other 
confession to Mrs Angelo, further revelations from her boyfriend Rory and 
the episode’s concluding tracking shot of her bedroom full of drawings 
and handmade figures of the Doctor and the TARDIS, we see that as a 
child she re-created the Doctor (as the Raggedy Doctor) and the alien that 
emerged from the crack in the wall. These were used as fantasy figures for 
role-play, the role-play she continues as a kissogram in adult life, 
including dressing Rory up as her imaginary friend the Doctor. Again this 
aspect of the character reflects the themes of storytelling and fairy tales 
that dominate the series and, because no one believes that she ever met 
the Raggedy Doctor, it may also explain her defensiveness and lack of 
respect for figures of authority by the very fact that she pretends to be 
some of them.  

When Amy, as policewoman, curtly tells the Doctor “Amelia Pond 
hasn’t lived here in a long time,” it is clearly part of her act, a role-playing 
where she lies to him about Amelia having not lived in the house for six 
months. She does in fact hoodwink him into thinking she is a 
policewoman and certainly does not let on that she knows who he is. It is 
only when the alien threat is revealed to her and the Doctor demands she 
call for backup that the pretence is dropped. “But you’re a policewoman,” 
says the Doctor. “I’m a kissogram!” she shouts in reply and as if to 
underline this partial emergence of Amy Pond she whisks off her hat and 


